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Background
For adult scoliosis patients with chronic low back pain,
bracing is initially indicated before spinal surgery is considered. Until recently, the effect bracing treatment has on
middle to long-term pain reduction has not been
reported. Promising results have been documented in the
short-term for the application of a sagittal re-alignment
brace in patients with spinal deformities and suffering
from pain; however mid-term or long-term results are not
yet available.

Objective
The objective of this study is to investigate the mid-term
effects that sagittal realignment bracing treatment has on
pain control.

Figure 1

Materials and methods
65 patients (56 females and 9 males) with chronic low
back pain (> 24 months) and the diagnosis of scoliosis or
kyphosis were treated with a sagittal realignment brace
(physio-logic brace™) between January 2006 and July
2007. All patients had a lumbar kyphosis. The indication
for this kind of brace treatment was derived from a positive sagittal re-alignment test (SRT) and the restriction of
no successful conservative treatment during the last 24
months (Figure 1).
The aim of this intervention was to avoid surgery for
chronic low back pain.

Results
The average pain intensity on the Roland and Morris VRS
(5 steps) before treatment was 3.3 (t1), at the time of
brace adjustment 2.7 (t2), and after an average observation time of 18 months 2.0 (t3). The differences were
highly significant in the Wilcoxon test.

Discussion
Mid-term measurements showed that a significant pain
reduction is possible in chronic postural low back pain
using a sagittal realignment brace inducing lumbar re-lordosation.
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Conclusion
The brace action of the sagittal re-alignment brace leads to
promising mid-term improvements in patients with
chronic low back pain and spinal deformities. Contrary to
unspecific orthoses, which after a short period are no
longer worn, the sagittal re-alignment brace (physiologic™ brace) leads to an effective reduction of pain intensity in the mid-term, even in patients who have stopped
brace treatment after the initial 6 months of treatment.
Therefore, in conservative treatment of chronic low back
pain, specific approaches such as the sagittal re-alignment
brace should be applied first, before a risky operation is
performed.
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